
MIRROR SHOOTER DITCH LIGHT BRACKETS INSTALLTION
2013-2017 Subaru Crosstrek 
2012-2016 Subaru Impreza 

2015-2017 Subaru Impreza WRX/STI

Tools Required:
• Screw driver
• Allen wrench 
• 10mm socket 
• 10mm end wrench
Hardware Provided:
• Left and Right Ditch Light Brackets
• 2 x Long button Allen head bolt
• 2x Short Button allen head bolts
• 2x M6 Flange nut
• 2 x Large Aluminum spacers
• 2 x Small Aluminum spacers



1. Open door, use your screw drive to something adequate to pry and pop off the factory plastic trip section 
before the door. 

2. Once the plastic trim is popped off, use a 10mm socket to remove the fender mounting bolt. 

3. Grab the new Ditch light bracket and the correct side. Slide the longer allen bolt through the rear wards hole, 
and the smaller allen bolt through the forwards hole.  

4. Slide the aluminum spacers onto the hardware on the back side of the bracket. Larger on the rearwards bolt 
and the shorter on the forwards bolt. 



5. Bring the bracket and the hardware up to its mounting location and slowly apply it to its new location. At this  
point you can finger tighten the rear allen bolt into its hole where we remove the other fender bolt. 

6. Once its finger tight, you will need a 10mm end wrench and some tape. Put a little tape on the back of the 
wrench and put in the new nut that is provided. You will need to snake this up behind the fender to mount 
that forwards allen bolt to. 



7. Adjust the bracket to where it fits the best and the door trim closes nicely. Then you can use the allen wrench 
to tighten down the two allen bolts. Make sure these are nice and tight. 

8. Install your lights, and adjust wiring down the slot in the bracket. 

If you have any questions please contact us, 5035750034 Adnfab@gmail.com


